I N T E G R AT E D B U S I N E S S S O L U T I O N S

Engage Clients &
Grow Your Business
EnergyPrint delivers clean, robust utility data to help you Find, Track &
Prove energy savings. We deliver a branded solution that puts valuable
insight into the hands of your sales and engineering team members,
without the back-office administration of tracking, validating and
visualizing utility bill data.
Focus your team on
being the trusted advisor,
and trust EnergyPrint to
deliver answers to key
business questions.

How are
buildings
doing?

Are they
getting
better or
worse?

Where are
the best
opportunities
for savings?

Have past
improvements
paid off?

Find, Track & Prove Energy Savings

Get Accurate & Validated Data

Add Value—Be the Trusted Advisor

Ever ask your clients those simple
business questions about building
performance? Chances are good
their answers are murky at best, or
even nonexistent. Even when your
clients think they know the answers,
they probably don’t. Put an end to
guesstimates, hunches and subjective
perceptions with EnergyPrint’s
reliable, administrative-free utility data
services solution—branded for your
company. Engage clients in an energy
conversation that makes business sense.

EnergyPrint works directly with utility
companies to gather, validate and
interpret bill data and then visualize
building performance via our utility
dashboard—a simple, easy-to-use
cloud-based application. And it’s all
powered by real people who can
provide the expert analysis and
support you need. EnergyPrint’s
expertise lies in our ability to work
with utilities and get the data needed
to deliver analytics that are current,
relevant and accurate.

Work collaboratively with your clients,
exploring the four questions above
and driving key business decisions
with unique and powerful data
insights about their true energy use
and expense. When you’re powered
by EnergyPrint, you will increase
the frequency and quality of your
customer touch points—while
simultaneously providing rich new
opportunities to probe new projects
and business opportunities, and
prove ROI of past improvements.
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How it Works:
I get….
A trusted energy advisor
Proof of ROI
Real cost analysis
Energy conversations

I need….
Utility data
Benchmarking
Energy reporting
M&V

We Do The Work

Your

You
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Data & Insights
Delivered by Real People
EnergyPrint's client services team is committed to serving you and your clients. Personalized
strategy, expert data analysis, onboarding, training and technical support is all just a phone call away.
Our powerful array of services include:

Data Services
Our highly specialized
team of data professionals
works directly with utility
providers to gather data,
interpret bills and validate
information. We deliver the
data—you develop
the solution.

Utility Dashboard
The utility dashboard is
a simple, easy-to-use
building performance
report, delivered as a
cloud-based application
so you can Find, Track &
Prove energy savings for the
buildings you serve.

Data Insights
Our ongoing data Insights
service will help you
prioritize action for building
improvement opportunities
and grow your client
relationships—all while
positioning you as the
trusted energy advisor.

Marketing Support
Your brand is always at
the forefront with our
integrated solution.
We brand your online
dashboard and marketing
resources for your company
to create a seamless
experience for your clients.
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